
Portland Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund (PCEF) Grants Committee 
May 28th , 2020 - MEETING MINUTES 

 
Committee members present: Andrea Hamberg, Jeff Moreland Jr., Michael Edden Hill, Ranfis Villatoro, Robin 
Wang, Faith Graham, Maria Sipin, Shanice Clarke 
 
Committee members absent: Megan Horst excused  
 
PCEF staff present: Sam Baraso, Cady Lister, Jaimes Valdez, Janet Hammer, Wing Grabowski (BPS staff on 
assignment to PCEF) 
 
MEETING DECISIONS/ACTION ITEMS 

• Committee accepted May 21, 2020 Meeting Minutes. 
 
MEETING SUMMARY NOTES 
 
Sam acknowledged the heaviness of this time, and the extra burden on black and brown communities. 
Committee members shared thoughts.  
 
Grant scoring public comment update 

• Sam shares the process for getting public comment on the draft. Invitation to participate will go out via 
email list, partner networks, BPS webpage, 1:1 calls and emails, interpreter options, webinars and social 
media.  

• Andrea asks if we have any reimbursement for organizations that are doing organizing for us.  
o Sam –we have ideas for future cycles but don’t have that for this cycle. It is a good question. 

How to compensate folks for doing extra work.  
o Andrea acknowledges that with a lot of money on the table there is interest in getting the word 

out, but at the same time we are asking folks to do labor and give their access/expertise in a 
particularly challenging time.  

o Robin – What expectation do we have regarding response rate from public. In this time of COVID 
there are a lot of competing priorities. The documents we are asking for review is long/complex 
and concern that folks might think it is too much. What are our contingencies if we don’t get the 
response that we want to.  

o Sam – Staff is putting a lot of time in to 1:1s. Acknowledge that we will be tracking that. We’ll 
have an opportunity to check in and think about what we need to do differently. 

o Cady – note that one difference between this and the Guiding Principles feedback is who the 
feedback will likely come from. Here, while everyone is welcome to respond, we anticipate that 
most responding will be nonprofits that have an interest in responding. They will be able to 
think about process and projects they have in mind and how things fit. It is a more detailed and 
time intensive request, but also different audience to a degree (target is potential nonprofit 
applicants, from priority populations).  

 
Criteria and Category Weights  

• Staff showed the results of survey of Committee rating each of the six categories and each criteria within 
categories. Shares the average rating, along with minimum and maximum for each of the six categories.  

• For categories, organizational capacity and budget had the lowest average but not by much (3.44 to 4.67 
is the spread). Those two are also the ones with the largest spread (2 to 5). Asks for any reactions. None.  

• For the weights, shows the range - 14 (organizational capacity and budget) up to 18.9 (social benefit.) 
Asks Committee if those reflect what you think it should look like, any surprises. 



o Robin – not a surprise but for a climate initiative surprised that environmental category would 
be lower than social and workforce. Not to say those are not important, just surprising that 
environment is a little below.  
 Cady notes that all projects that can be PCEF projects have to be climate action 

(environment) and social justice – within that, what are the benefits we look at.  Need 
to make clear that environmental benefits of the program are not being deemphasized; 
just that within implementation various climate focused projects may score better on 
social criteria.  

o Shanice – comment on the different scores, and the challenge of weighting things against each 
other. The assumption is that all of this is critical – to the extent that can magnify all is what is 
going on.  

o Michael – feels that environmental, social, and workforce are so close to each other that we 
could give them the same weight. And then modify budget, project, org capacity. Notes that org 
capacity and budget were lower for him. Doesn’t want to see the orgs at the edge cut out.  

o Ranfis – agrees. Signal that we are interested in a triple bottom line approach. Open to 
balancing to make them equal. What is our north star?  Send signal that if you do all three, you 
will be a really competitive application.  

o Jeffrey – echoes Michael and Ranfis.  
o Maria - agrees reducing capacity and budget a bit makes sense.  

• Staff reviewed rating of the 39 criteria. Most were within two points. Nine had a three-point spread or 
greater.  Shares list of the nine that had a spread of three or more. Asks Committee members if there 
are particularly strong opinions about any of these and their relative importance.  

o Ranfis wants to value partnerships, send the signal that those have a weight.  
o Robin surprised about deviation on geography, thought that was baked into the code. Not 

saying to change that but surprised there was strong variance.  
o Michael responding to Robin, not sure about census tracts and wonders if there are pockets of 

poverty in wealthier neighborhoods; if you were the last one in your neighborhood due to 
gentrification you’d be left out.  
 Sam notes that there are other criteria that benefit low income beneficiaries. So this is 

different – getting points for geography.  But projects doing weatherization on a low-
income home would still get points, just not points for geography. 

• Cady asks whether there is comfort with using the range for purposes of public comment (I.e., use the 
Committee’s average score rather than consensus).  

o Robin comfortable with this but asks staff to keep an eye, particularly on these nine. In public 
comment.  

Grant size recommendations – year one 
• Recommendations for public comment regarding grant thresholds. Planning grants up to $100,000, 

small grants $200,000, and large grants up to $1million for year one. Any feedback?  
o Ranfis – How will these be spread for the review. E.g., panel reviews a mix or some panels 

review one size/type?  
 Cady – Hard to think about guidance for small grants and large grants at the same time. 

Imagine, panels would likely receive all large or all small.  
 Ranfis - Makes sense. Would likely suggest increasing cap for small in future. Thinks a lot 

would go for large grants. Would encourage large ones to not have a cap; be fluid. But 
hinges on these categories bumping up a bit.  

 Cady - the small grant size was intended to have a low barrier, simpler application that 
new and small organizations would be able to access without it being too burdensome. 
It’s a balance of reducing barriers to application with risk to program. Less information, 
less stringent scoring, and less reporting requirement  - what is the amount we would 
feel comfortable with.  

o Faith – asks about rationale on cap for large grants?  
 Cady – A cap ensures we can spread that around more in year one where there is more 

limited funding. 



 Sam – in future years, not necessarily a cap, or maybe a higher cap.  For year one, with 
less money, sends a signal.  

 Ranfis – wonders if a process/RFI could be done to asks what kind they are planning on. 
What if we get a bunch for large and not small. What might an average request be?  

 Robin – in feedback survey can we ask is the amount of work to apply worth it?  
• Cady – yes, a question about relative effort is included. 

 Michael – recognizes that three cis-gendered men have dominated tonight. And 
comment same as Robin on input vs money.  

 Maria - reflecting on names of categories and corresponding amounts, perhaps 
feedback on categories of grants and not assuming that small organizations are the ones 
going for small grants but grants that meet the need and category of work. Hope that 
we hear back about the type of work they are interested in pitching and what amount.  

• Cady – noted that we don’t want to send the message that small organizations 
should only apply for small grants. Need to be careful about our messaging.  

• Maria – suggests if some of the spread/variance of criteria reflects how we think 
differently about various programs’ ability to demonstrate carbon vs how we 
think about people who do service. How we have different views on that. And 
how we might allocate caps based on who is most able to ask for big dollars. 
What programs we might give bigger bucks to.  

 Cady - notes general agreement with these numbers for public comment, with some 
additions/refinements to survey, and messaging, and 1-1.  

 
Committee Comments 
• Michael - Have been going through our “old work” from 6 months ago.  We have done a lot of work! 

And so much community input. And I’ve learned so much.  
• Jeffrey – Also, want to thank staff and subcommittee members. Really appreciate the extra time.  
• Cady – we will cancel June 3rd meeting. Weekly through July. Staff will be working on public comment.  

 
Meeting adjourned 7:30 p.m. 


